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Self-Possession
By Jozalyn Albright, 12th grade
Charcoal, graphite, pastel pencil

4

Desolation
By Raymond Blair, Jr. , 12th grade
Photograph

5

Self-Portrait “Makeup”
By Jessica Davis, 11th grade
Photograph

6

Enough
By Temple Douglass, 11th grade
Charcoal

7

Light the Dark
By Camiryn Farley, 6th grade
Pencil and colored pencil

8

Snap Back
By Iana Faulk, 6th grade
Pencil and ink
9

Natural
By Sunil Francis, 10th grade
Acrylic paint
10

Jesus Love
By Torey Graham, 10th grade
Pastels

11

Indian Warriors
By Haley Hatmaker, 10th grade
Ink
12

Locked In
By Andrew Kahmann, 9th grade
Photography

13

Untitled
By Sadie Marlow, 7th grade
Ink

14

Abstract Landscape
By Hannah Mullen, 10th grade
Charcoal, pastels, and paint

15

The Satyr
By Samantha Oliver, 11th grade
Ink
16

ASAP Rocky
By Asia’Jona Parker, 12th grade
Mixed media, oil paint stix
17

Project Rav3n
By Gillian Pierce, 7th grade
Ink and pencil

18

Goodbye Mike...
By Lillie Pierce, 8th grade
Pencil and colored pencil

19

Church Ground Flower
By Kayla Pipkins, 12th grade
Photograph

20

Through the Sapphire Gate
By Rhaniya Spellers, 12th grade
Chalk pastels on wood
21

Temple Statue
By Bailey Weaver, 9th grade
Pencil
22

Coffee Shop
By Morgan Wilber, 12th grade
Acrylic paint
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24

“Twins”

By Lilly Acton, 6th grade
I have an identical twin. The problem is we are so identical that sometimes our parents mix
us up. Our personalities are totally different though. My mom says that happens with all twins.
She is a fashionista and super smart. I have no fashion sense and I’ve gotten held back twice. I
have my perks though. I’m super creative and nice. She is super bland in ideas and really mean.
You know how some twins swap places with their twins? We can’t do that. She’s either too mean
or I’m not smart enough. We have tried pulling it off, but it never works. We are only able to fool
them for a short time, if we keep our mouths closed. There was one time that it almost worked.
It was August 14, 2013. She had an art test and I had a math test. We swapped, so we could have
a shot at passing. We had practiced our handwriting the night before, so we could write like the
other person. She was halfway through her test, when she suddenly started putting on lipstick. My
teacher asked her about it and she said that she was going too long without it. My teacher knows
me too well, and before you know it we were up in the principal’s office. She had tried to come
up with a lie, but I just couldn’t take it. I ended up explaining our entire plan to our principal. We
got detention for a month. We would have gotten more, but our principal thought it was funny.
He still thought we needed punishment. That was the last time that we ever swapped. Well, that
is not entirely true. We have done each other's homework quite a couple times. I mean, we have
memorized each other's handwriting and all. We haven’t ever gotten caught for that before. Although, I have a sneaking suspicion that our teachers know. Luckily, we both live on completely
different continents now. She lives in Europe and I live in Australia. This means that we don’t
have to worry about being mixed up anymore. We still talk to each other on a day to day basis
though. Plus, we see each other at Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter. After all, we are twins!
We can’t stay separated for long! Overall, I’m pretty glad that I’m a twin.

“Your Fragrance”
By Charity Armstrong, 11th grade
The fragrance you make, lingers
In the stain it creates.
It is forever engraved,

Forever a place
In the core of what makes me you.
It spreads like fire
And scorches a room.
Blisters with kindness,
Leaves no wound.

(continued on page 26)
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Your fragrance is a haven

It clings to the skin.
The aromas of heaven,
They parent your scent.
A presence that flows
And awakens the sense.
Leaving behind traces
That soothe.

“The Colors of Nature”
By Xavier Brobey, 6th grade
There is yellow like the sun, bugs, and lemons
Green like the grass and apples
Blue like the sky and the rain
White like the clouds in the sky

Black of the dark sky
Red like roses swaying in the wind
These are all colors of Nature we should save our nature. If we don’t our world we know will stay
polluted forever and life will no longer thrive. We can join recycling groups to save our world. We
can stop pollutions in oceans and rivers. With the technology we have now we can make jobs and
save the environment.

“Little Did I Know”
By Ashlar Byleckie, 11th grade
You somehow took my perfect universe, and showed me stars that I never knew existed
Little did I know, you would become the black hole that ate at my star power
You had faith, and I was the young cynic, but you gave me hope
Little did I know that, everything you preached would tear down my self-worth
You took the good that I never saw in myself, and painted a beautiful picture with it
Little did I know, I was never your muse7
(continued on page 27)
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So there you left me, a damaged piece- powerless, cynical, and self-hating.

Little did I know, I was an artist. The paintbrush became mine, and the canvas my story.
Little did I know that I was always a believer, I just needed to believe in myself.
Little did I know, I was never just a star. I was the sun-I am the sun.
I am warm, kind, compassionate, radiant
I am smart, funny, creative, intelligent
I am gorgeous, pretty, beautiful, unique
I am strong, resilient, powerful, capable
I am faithful, in both love and the universe.
I am the sun, I am me.
I am everything you made me feel I could not be.
I was naive to let you take all of my beauty
You made me hate it so much that I hid it from the world and myself
I am that girl no more, I am the brightest star.
I came back from all of the pain and hurt you caused me.
I fell in love with myself, and out of love with you,
The sun never shined so bright, love never felt so good.

I am the sun, I am me.
I am everything you made me feel I could not be.

I was naive to let you take all of my beauty
You made me hate it so much that I hid it from the world and myself
I am that girl no more, I am the brightest star.
I came back from all of the pain and hurt you caused me.
I fell in love with myself, and out of love with you,
The sun never shined so bright, love never felt so good.
27

“Dear Mama”

By Liliana Carioscia, 11th grade
Why can't you see?
That what you're doing is so obscene.
You're taking yourself away from me,
Hear me out and hear my please.
That needle you use is so unclean.
I don't want my mama to catch a disease.
I love you more than you can see,
Would you really choose drugs over me?
I want the old you in my life,
You're killing me, I cry at night.
I want you back, without your knife.
The one you used, to cut me out of your life.

“Rights”
By Caylin Carter, 11th grade
I fight for black rights not because I was told
But because our skin is gold
And god took his clay to mold
such beautiful souls
That are Brighter than the sun
Brighter than our sun kissed skin
Brighter than the hair of a Arian child that was someone different within
That are Brighter than the smile of the devil when he sees us frown
When he sees us down?
I fight for black rights because we are strong
Strong like no other
(continued on page 29)
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That’s why I rather love than fight with my sisters and my brothers

Looking at you I become aligned
As in one with a grain of wheat because it is so fine
At birth we were all created to find
Our purpose for being here
Whether you’re meant to normalize being queer
Or you’re here to fight the power that many hold so dear
We are all here on a common basis
To put equality into minds and change faces

For we are all adjacent
We are all the same
So why fight me and you do not even know my name
I believe you just want fame and someone to be on your sidelines
Since You do not understand my game
That I play
To survive
That Allows me to thrive

Some people acknowledge their teaspoon amount of African American and try sign up for the
fight
Yet. When I find my tea spoon of white chauvinist shun me away from receiving my complimentary rights.
As in my privileges
That are meant to be “free of charge” But I cannot receive those because of some “one drop
law” that we all assumed disappeared with Plessy because “we’ve came so far”
Black rights matter
Because it’s the flour in the batter
And we cannot rise
For do not be surprised
If the outcome isn’t what you expected because things weren’t revised
For our best interest
I fight for black rights
Because it’s worth being in a big business during the day and asleep at night
Only because the opportunity for me was bright as day light
(continued on page 30)
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And that’s all I’m saying

Opportunities are here!
Although you cannot receive them if you’re nowhere physically near
For you are gone due to the reason you committed “suicide”
Or some other bogus alibi
Every day we should let our magic shine
For it is our time
To be on top
So, don’t you stop

Whipping your protectively styled manes
And showing off the education you so rightfully gained
Continue being that carefully constructed piece of art
For they might constantly throw the dart
But they’ll never touch your heart
Peace and love

“The Bacon Gamble”
By Tyler Chase, 6th grade
Have you ever gambled bacon before? Well maybe not, because children are not supposed
to be in a casino. However, in the town of Baconville, kids can gamble… with bacon. Bacon is the
main currency. People use it to buy everything from clothes to video games. Baconville is home to
a young boy named Jack. Jack is always excited for bacon, has a bright soul, and has a huge gambling problem. Jack had a lot of the bacon, but he lost it all to get double the bacon he had. Let
us go back to where Jack started with one strip of bacon.
“Jack,” yelled his mom. “I’ve got a surprise for you.”
Jack started running from his room excited for his surprise. “Ok, give it!” and snatched it
from her hands. “Ohhhh!” said Jack. It was one sizzling strip of bacon. He had been waiting so
long to have his own strip of bacon. Now he was able to get him a video game. “Mom, can we go
to the game store please?’’
“Yes we will.” Said mom.
When they got to the store there were no more video games. Jack was so sad, but he
thought of something. “Mom, I want to go to the bacon casino.”
“No way!” his mom replied.
(continued on page 31)
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“But why?” said Jack.

“Because I don’t want you to you have a serious gambling problem, and every time we
went you would lose.’’ said mom.
“Well this time I feel lucky!’’ said Jack.
“Augh, fine.” said mom and she took him to the casino. When Jack arrived at the casino he
was ecstatic. The outside had red and yellow blinking lights and it smelled like tons of bacon. It
was so fancy. Around the casino there were banks that would let you withdraw bacon or deposit
your bacon winnings. He went in and told the cashier to check him in. He handed her his piece of
bacon and she gave him a gold coin.
She said “Use it wisely.”
He went to the slot machine and the unbelievable happened. He hit the jackpot! Sirens
sounded and lights flashed. Gold coins began falling out of the machine. Jack rushed to gather his
prize. Jack quickly ran to the cashier with his coins and said, “Cash me out, please!” The cashier
handed him 3 million pieces of glorious bacon. “Yippee!” yelled Jack. Then, he did something so
stupid his brain might of flown out of his head. He said, “Check me in again.”
The cashier was in shock. She said, “Are you sure?”
Jack said, “Yes, I am.” He went to the table bet all of his money on the 3 million slot, the
slot with the lowest possibility of winning. If he he won, he would be richer than Bill Gates. The
ball was rolling, Jack was sweating. As suddenly as he had earned the bacon, he lost all his glorious bacon. “Nooooooooo!” Jack cried falling to his knees.
His mom came running and said, “No more bacon for you.”

Jack was depressed. His first chance to bring home the bacon, and he failed. Now, he
learned that he should never throw away good bacon on a gamble. Jack is now done gambling for
the rest of his days.

“A Dream?”
By Shatina Chen, 6th grade
Once there was a man he was in the battle field in war just lying there maybe he got shot, maybe
he was scared … but no one cared. That man was me. Then the world suddenly blackout for a moment I thought I was dead then there was a woman and asked me if was ok I said kind of. I looked
around I was in the hospital tent and she put another blanket on me and fed me some soup and
my head really hurt I couldn't remember anything I asked the nurse ''where am I, who are you''.
The woman said '' you're in New York and I'm your.... sister. I said ''sister''? The woman said ''well
no I'm your brother's wife he sadly he passed away in the war and I was hoping to save you but
they turned me down you were such a high rank only close family could see you so that's what I
told them. Then the woman was turning all different colors and everything wiggle and I scream
''AHHHHHH''. Then I was in a fair everything was so happy and I could walk I looked around and
saw me well little me with my parents then the same happed again and suddenly I was in a new
place again it was in a dark room I was tied up and a unicorn popped out and everything was

(continued on page 32)
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rainbow, oh no it was swirling again then I woke up. I said ''it was a over''? ''oh no I was wrong''.
Then i was in a gameshow? Then the guy asked me '' ok pick a number '' so I picked 3. The guy said
number 3 is.... correct, here is your a million dollars!!!!!! He handed it to me and I was about get
it but then it was into another scene but I was wrong I woke up and pinch myself ''owww'' I really
woke up is this time. '' That was a really weird dream.

“Backwards”
by Marissa Childs, 7th grade
“Move it or lose it” said Johnathan, the meanest kid at Hopper Middle School, as he pushed
me into the lockers, causing me to drop all of my books. Kids here are always pushing me around,
and I think I know why, I’m in 8th grade and I’m only eleven, so yes, I did skip three grades. As I
rushed to pick up my things, so I would not be late to class, I felt a soft breeze of breath fall on
my neck, I slowly lifted my head up and there was Johnathan smiling a nasty smile and I mean
nasty, because we just had lunch and there was some left over pizza stuck in his teeth. “Yes, do
you need something?” I asked, “You could use some floss” I murmured, because I knew that if he
heard me he would pound me to a pulp. “Do you have my homework, Walters?” Johnathan
snapped. I flinched, “Well you see I had it, but, I um…kind of sort of...” I paused not wanting to
finish the sentence that I started. “Well, spit it out already” he was getting patient. I looked
around the hallway before answering to see if anyone would see him murder me because of what
happened. “Well I, I lost it.” Now that is not what happened at all, what really happened was he
gave it to me and then after school he tripped me and I fell into a puddle and it was soaking wet,
but I couldn’t tell him that because then he would surely kill me, even if it was his fault. I covered my head with my binder waiting for the impact of his fist to hit my face, but instead I heard
laughter, not the kind you hear when you hear a funny joke, but the kind you hear when the villain of a movie is about to come through with some terrible plan. “You are not going to kill me?” I
said quietly coming out from under my binder, “No, why would I?” he said, still laughing. “Well I
lost your homework and I…” “That was your homework Walters, wow, I thought with you skipping
three grades and all you would be smarter than that.” “That was my homework!?!?” Now I got
why he was laughing, some people would not care if their homework got messed up and was not
turned in, but not me, I never in my life had a paper turned in late, I was just that kind of student. I looked down at my watch, two minutes until class started. “What’s wrong Walters? Afraid
you will be late to class?” In fact I was. I have never been late to class either. “No I’m not afraid I
just need to get to class, so if you will excuse me…” then I ran for it even though I knew what the
teachers said everyday “No running in the hall!” Right before my teacher, Mr. Curnow closed the
door, I raced in and slid into my seat which is at the group table with my only friends in this whole
school. The people that were at my group table were Aiden Jones, Samuel Carter, and Emma
Hallson. “Cole, you were almost late, what happened?” asked Aiden. “I ran into some trouble, it
was “Backwards”. Backwards was what we called Johnathan because he got held back twice, so
we said he is going backwards instead of forward. “Okay, everyone!” Mr. Curnow shouted and
clapped his hands “First things first…homework…everyone pass it up” and that’s when I panicked.
“Mr. Curnow, may I go to the bathroom?” I needed time to think of what I was going to say to him
on why I did not have my homework. “Not right now, I have some very important news to share
after all the homework is passed up.” The word “all” in his sentence felt like a punch in the gut
far more worse than having Johnathan punch me. “Cole, where’s your homework?” whispered Emma . “I told you “Backwards”.” Samuel’s eyes got wide as the papers made their way up to Mr.
Curnow, as if to say “Dude, you’re going to be in big trouble.” I gave him a sideways glance, as if I
(continued on page 33)
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were responding with “Yes, I know this, don’t remind me.” As Mr. Curnow leafed through the pages. “I told you “Backwards”.” Samuel’s eyes got wide as the papers made their way up to Mr. Curnow, as if to say “Dude, you’re going to be in big trouble.” I gave him a sideways glance, as if I
were responding with “Yes, I know this, don’t remind me.” As Mr. Curnow leafed through the pages and pages of homework, I saw his eyebrows crinkle up as though he was confused. Then I saw
his left eyebrow rise up, but then he went on with his important message saying that we had a
field trip to the museum next Tuesday, everyone cheered at this, until he said, “It will cost $15”
then everyone got real quiet and I heard a couple of “boos” and some snickering that came from
the same kids. Then we went on with the rest of class as we usually did and the bell rang at the
same time it always did and everyone rushed out like usual, except when I was just one step away
from the door Mr. Curnow called my name. “Ah, so close” I thought as I turned around “Yes, Mr.
Curnow” I said trying my best not to sound nervous. “Cole, I don’t believe I have your homework,
could you give it to me now please?” replied Mr. Curnow. “You know I would, but I can’t” I said.
“Why is that? You always turn in your work, what changed today?” said Mr. Curnow, in a voice
that sounded like he didn’t quite believe me. I had to think up a lie, as I quickly remembered that
at the beginning of the year when Johnathan started picking on me he said “Tell anyone about
this and I will make your life miserable.” I shuddered and thought of what I could possibly say to
the six foot teacher standing in front of me, but everything that came to mind he would surely be
able to tell was a lie. That is when I made the biggest mistake of my entire eleven years of living;
I told him everything about Johnathan. What made the situation even worse was at that exact
moment of when I was telling him Johnathan walked by the room and Mr. Curnow called him into
the room with us “What did you tell him Walters?” Johnathan hissed, never more in my life have I
wanted to disappear into thin air and never return. Apparently Mr. Curnow heard him and responded with “Everything Mr. Clark, everything, so go sit down while I make some phone calls.”
His voice was as stern as I have ever heard it before, which I admit scared me, but not as much as
it scared Johnathan. He recoiled back in fear like he was a puppy that was just caught chewing a
couch cushion. He ran over to the chair and sat down and as I stood in the doorway I noticed that
my mouth was school knew about what happened and the half that did not know was getting told
when I got hanging open. Mr. Curnow noticed too and he started to laugh, but it was a comical
laugh not anything at all like Johnathan’s villainous laugh. He looked as though he just thought of
the world’s funniest joke; I think he was coming up with a plan, because he kept looking at
Johnathan and smiling to himself. I looked over at Johnathan and he noticed me looking at him
and he turned around and put his head down on the desk. “Um…Mr. Curnow…I’m going to leave
now!” I said. As I walked out I saw two teachers walk by and whispering to each other. Then the
teachers started speed walking away like they would catch some deadly disease from his room if
they stayed there any longer. Then it hit me why should I be the only one to know about what
happened today? So, as soon as I got home I called Aiden, who called Samuel, who called Emma
and we met up at the park. I told them every single detail of what happened that day and I made
them swear that they would not tell a single soul. Well the next day half the there. I should have
known that Aiden, Samuel, and Emma couldn’t keep a secret that was as good as the one I told
them. While I was at my locker Johnathan came up and he looked super angry, I tried to walk
away and pretend that I did not see him, but that was kind of difficult to do when he was yelling
“Hey Walters get over here!” I walked up to him “Hey Johnathan, sorry about yesterday, I didn’t
know that Mr. Curnow was going to call you out like that.” “Yeah, well that doesn’t matter it’s in
the past.” I slowly started to back away; I was wondering what happened to the Johnathan that I
knew. “Are you okay?” I asked. “Yes, I am fine, I just wanted to apologize for what I did.” I
looked around Johnathan and saw Mr. Curnow standing in his doorway watching us, I knew it,
Johnathan had to be put up to this he would never apologize willingly. As soon as Mr. Curnow
went back in his room I felt beads of sweat come up on my forehead, because I knew that with no
teacher watching I was as good as gone. I was right, well almost, Johnathan picked me up shoved
(continued on page 34)
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me up against the wall and whispered again, “If you tell anyone about this or anything that I do to
you, I will make your life miserable.” He put me down. “Do you understand?” he asked, I replied
with the first thing that came to mind that I knew would make him not hurt me which was “Yes, I
understand.” Then he shoved a book in my hand “You’re going to write a five page paper on
World War II…by the way it’s due tomorrow.” After Johnathan walked away a question popped up
into my mind, so I went to Mr. Curnow’s room to ask it. “Mr. Curnow, I have a question.” I said as
I peeked inside his room. “Yes Cole what is it?” he responded. I jumped not knowing that he was
behind me. “Mr. Curnow why were you laughing yesterday?” I asked timidly. “Oh, that, well when
I was a little older than you, someone bullied me too, I figured that I could get back at him
through Mr. Clark” he said. “How?” I asked, liking the idea of getting back at “Backwards”. Mr.
Curnow leaned in “I’m making him write a five page paper on World War II.” That’s when I realized what happened and sighed.

“Life of Me”
by Ja’Ara Coleman, 11th grade
My life is my life
No one would never know what’s wrong
My heart has been worn out
No more love to go around
I feel like no one cares about me
Or I will never be found
It’s hard to get over obstacles in my life
With all the negativity around
It has always affected me
My life is horrible
I sometimes want to die and start over with a different lifestyle
No therapy nor medication can help my struggle

I sometimes think that one day
I’m going to have to make a change for myself
I am scared if it will be a negative or a positive one
It’s hard so hard
I scream but no one hears me
So I try to put a smile on my face to cover the hurt and sorrow
I smoke 24/7 to ease the pain away
(continued on page 35)
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I want to make a change

I don’t want to live this lifestyle no longer
It’s time to make a change
And today I’m going to make a change
And that change starts now.

“Why?”
By: Quasia Durham, 12th grade
Why do people look at the color of your skin
Before looking at the situation you’ve been put in
Why do people say they care
But when faced with a problem they stare
Why do they say always hold your head up and look above
When sometimes they show you no love
Help me understand why people try to throw a familiar line
That you’ve heard a thousand times
Why do they say I’m here for you
But then turn their backs and say I don’t know what to do
These are my whys in life
Sometimes lead by a sacrifice
Sometimes my whys lead to a dispute
But also leave some with their mouths on mute
Only do my questions remain
Why treat me this way

35

“A Letter to My Queen”

By Mikayle Ellison, 9th grade
Mommy, listen to me. Mommy, you are strong so just hold on.
Mommy, I love you. Mommy I need you, and I see the pain that you are going through.
But you have to stay strong. You are my Queen and can't nobody come between you and I.
You are my everything. I know sometimes it can be so rough.
But mommy, you always taught us to never give up, no matter what...
When it gets hard, pray, and God will make a way.

There would be days where you might feel like giving up.
But mommy, you have to keep holding on and never let our hands go.
I'm sorry for the pain I cause, for all the tears that was there, and never letting you know what
was wrong.
If I could go back in time, I would change it all.
Listen to me when I tell you this.
Mommy, I need you. Mommy, I need you, just can't go on without you by my side.
Keep holding my hand. I know I'm not a little kid anymore,
But I will always be your baby girl, forever.

“Peanut Butter”
By Lilyana Franco, 6th grade
When you hear the word peanut butter what do you think of? It might be the spread. You
might think that you can’t eat peanut butter. Maybe that you would do anything to eat peanut
butter. Or that you need to go buy it. There’s so many things you can think of when you hear the
word peanut butter, but for me it’s my dog.

My dog’s name it Peanut butter, but for short we call her PB. She knows a lot of people
who care about her. They each have their own name for her. Even my family does. Sometimes it’s
carrot or churro.
PB is a Chihuahua Corgi mix. She is small like a Chihuahua but has a lot of skin on her neck
and has short and stubby legs like a Corgi. The color of PB’s fur is brown just like peanut butter.
She has big brown eyes and large pointy ears which makes her look cute.
Chihuahuas originate from Mexico. Most Chihuahuas are feisty, but my dog friendly and
loves to be cuddled. Welsh Corgis originate from Wales. Corgis are playful. Although my dog is a
couch potato.
I love my dog so much. I look forward everyday afterschool to see her. PB gets so excited
to see me. Every night she cuddles with me. I don’t know what I would do without PB.
36

“Time”

By Wendy Gao, 6th grade
People say time flies fast
Even though yours doesn’t last
Can’t undo the things you do
Now it’s time to pay your dues
Hurry up, don’t be late
Time is ticking, it’s your fate

“Do You Know Me?”
By McKayla Hamm, 8th grade

Do you go by what you hear? Or go by what you see?
I live everyday by my motto “Only God Can Judge Me”
Take a step in my shoes,

And see if you can handle what I go through
I cry all day and night,
But at the end of the tunnel, I always see light
My fight is my fight, and my fight alone
I stand by myself, I don’t need a clone
They ask me if I’m okay, and I say nothing’s wrong,
When deep down inside, I feel so alone
I keep a smile on my face all day long,

Because I know one day,
I’ll be gone
So before you get to judge, go by what you know,
Don’t go by what you hear,
Go by what I show
So now tell me, do you know?
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“The Trip”

By Jackson Hobbs, 6th grade
On July 9th I was woken early in the morning. It was 5:00. I had to leave to go to this random place the military decided to send me. I got to the airport, and I got there early. Then I
bought a snack before I left. I boarded the airplane and sat at in first class. One of the best parts
of the flight was take-off; it was fun! I started a movie then an hour later a lady asked me what I
want, so I told her that I wanted a coke and two corndogs. When I was finished I ordered desert; I
had a piece of vanilla cake. After I ate, I started to watch a movie. I chose to watch Central Intelligence. It was the best. It kept me entertained while we were on the flight. I started to feel really tired, so I went to sleep.
When I woke up the plane was landing. I got off of the plane I picked up my bags, got an
Uber, and left the airport. I waited for the text to come through to tell me where to go, so I told
the driver to head to the center of the city. As I was waiting for the text I told the driver to drop
me off at Waffle House. I was really craving the All-Star Special with a Mr. Pibb. I finally received
a text that said “Meet me at the top of the W hotel”. I called for an Uber and had the driver drop
me off in a back alley. I went in through a back door, and took an elevator to the top. The glass
elevator overlooked the lobby, which was full of people. When I reached the top level the doors
opened up to a rooftop pool and lounge area. As I was looking around for who I was supposed to
meet, a random man wearing all black slipped a note into my hand. It said that I would be staying
in the Presidential Suite and my message would be displayed on the 70” TV in the room.
When I went to the room I went straight for the remote. I turned the TV on and the message started playing “You have been brought here by the US Navy Office of Intelligence Recreation. Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to have as much fun as you can and explore
this new place. Your mission will expire in 48 hours”.
I
didn’t know where to start. So I changed clothes, grabbed my backpack, and left the hotel.
Just down from the hotel there was a river. I sat on a bench and watched people kayak down the
river. I realized there was a zip-line that crossed the river, so I bought a ticket to ride it. As I went
down the zip-line I felt the wind blow past my face and I closed my eyes. When I opened them I
almost hit a bird. The zip-line ended right near a donut shop. They were not regular donuts, they
were secret spy donuts. They had built in cameras that transmitted footage through Wi-Fi, and
when you finished getting footage you could eat the donut and the camera would dissolve.
I decided to use my donut as a Go-Pro and video these guys doing parkour. They were flipping off of walls, and jumping from ledge to ledge. It was great footage to send back to the Navy.
I ate the donut so I could do parkour with the new guys I met. They were awesome. Tyler had
been doing parkour around the city for almost 6 years, and Cody was tall like me so he gave me
great tips on how to do the tricks. Garrett was the only one from the city and he showed us all
some hidden spots to practice new tricks. After 4 hours of tricks in the city I told the guys I was
going back to the hotel to sleep.
My phone went off at 8AM. I received a text to get an Uber from Cody and meet the guys at
the river. We went swimming, but got bored. We decided to make a slide off the side of a hill into
the river. It was lit! Around lunch time we all decided to head out of the city to this gyro truck.
The gyro reminded me of the food I used to eat in Germany from a Turkish food stand. When we
were done eating we headed out to the sand dunes. Garrett had brought a couple of snowboards
and we shredded the dunes all afternoon. I got a text saying that my 48 hours was almost up. We
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all piled in the car and headed back to the city. I thanked Tyler, Cody and Garrett for showing me
around and went up to my room. I packed my bags so I would be ready in the morning and went to
sleep.
The next morning I got an Uber to this little café where I met the guys one last time. They
serve the best BLT (bacon, lettuce, tape recorder) sandwiches. I was able to record evidence of
my trip for the US Navy Office of Intelligence Recreation.
Once I got the information I needed, I went to the airport. My seat was in coach and an unfamiliar flight attendant offered me a bottle of water and a seat in first class. What I did not know
was that water was truth serum and the flight attendant was a spy from the Air Force Activities of
Recreational Training, better known as AFART. My classified information from the trip was leaked
and I was uncovered.

“The Guardians”
By Sarah Lawyer, 6th grade
Before the Earth was capable of hosting life it was a burning ball of magma, until the three
guardians of the sun, moon, and stars joined forces to protect the Earth and give it life. They
started with tiny sea creatures which then eventually evolved into two different creatures, one a
normal human and the other a human but with wings that were often dyed strange patterns and
colors. The three guardians protected the human race until they were able to make the equipment to protect themselves. The three guardians decided to come down in the winged human
form. But when that happened there were unexpected consequences.
When they left the sky to join Earth they unknowingly left a gateway open for an evil that
corrupted the rest of the universe. A few days after they came to earth they realized that the evil
called the Abyss was coming for Earth. But they were too late. They fought for two years trying to
save the planet and the people they created. After the war was over there were around 500,000
people left standing. Many of these survivors had joined the war effort. When the guardians tried
to return to the sky they realized that after so much contact with the Abyss they could no longer
return to the sky. Now the three guardians stay here on earth protecting, teaching, and maintaining peace among the human race.

“My Brother's Life”

By McCarty McGraw, 6th grade
My brother's name is Mickelson and he is 5 years old. Mickelson has a diagnosis called cerebral palsy diplegia also referred to as CP. Diplegia which means it affects two. For Mickelson the
CP effects his legs which requires him to walk with two canes. Cerebral palsy is not a cookie cutter diagnosis it effects each person differently. I know this fact first hand my sister also has CP.
The type she has is defined as hemiplegia which means it affects one side and for her it is the left
side. Did you know that people with cerebral palsy are just like me and you? They attend school,
play on the playground, and have feelings and personalities. But they do have some differences
like leg braces. Are you ready to learn about Mickelson's life?
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Mickelson attends school at River Road Elementary he is in Ms. Elliott's kindergarten class. He is
expected to learn just like the other kids in class. His best friend is Bailee; she is also his helper.
Mickelson requires help carrying stuff and sometimes he needs a few extra minutes when he is required to walk long distances. His class is toward the end of the hallway and the cafeteria is toward the beginning. Mickelson's favorite specials class is music because he likes to sing and dance
just like the other kids. At the end of the day Mickelson rides the bus to Easter Seals but because
he can't climb the stairs he has to use a special chair.
Mickelson loves to do many things other kids without CP. He likes to ride bikes, play baseball, blow bubbles, and play with cars and trucks. When he rides bikes he pedals up the hill very
fast, so he can beat his siblings to the top. He plays in the Challengers League. The Challengers
League is a baseball league for individuals who have a disability and is for all ages. Mickelson
plays on the Braves in the Challengers League. When he blows bubbles, he tries to make the biggest bubble out of his siblings. He loves to play with cars and trucks.

Mickelson loves to play on the playground. What five-year-old doesn't like to play? The walk
to the playground is an extremely long way which is why if he walked
he would be too tired to play. So, you ask how does Mickelson get to the playground? He is pushed
in a chair which is like a big stroller by his teacher. But he must be extra careful because the other kids will knock him down when he tries to play.
Mickelson is funny he makes up words to call people he meets like peanut butter and jelly.
It is like he is speaking code to people. Sometimes we think we can crack the code but other
times we are not so sure. He loves to sing and dance. Mickelson has feelings just like me and you.
Sometimes he gets sad, mad, or happy depending on the day or the people he meets. People can
be mean because they laugh at his braces and stare.
Leg braces have been around for many years. Franklin D. Roosevelt had leg braces when he
was president. His braces are different from Mickelson's. The braces Mickelson wears now are red
with a Georgia Bulldog. Mickelson gets to pick what he wants on them. Each time he picks something new.
I hope that you have not only learned something about my brother Mickelson's life, but you
also learned a little about CP. So, remember everyone is different but everyone is also alike. People with special needs are like people without special needs.

“Cheer”

By Sophia Medrano, 6th grade
Cheer, what does it mean to you? Not a sport, easy, nothing, petty, girls. That’s what some
of you may think, but for me cheer means everything! Cheer is the one thing that I can use to
calm me down, to encourage me, to make me happy. The reason I love cheer is because I perform. I absolutely hate performing and presenting in front of people, but with cheer I feel like I
can be myself. I’ve had bad experiences with cheer; I’ve also had excellent ones.
When I lived in Kansas I used to cheer at a gym, we weren’t good, at all. I cheered there for
3 seasons. When I first started I was a flyer, little 8 year old Sophia was absolutely terrified, it was
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my first time ever cheering and I started as a flyer. I was excited, to see how cheer worked, I had
no idea what it was. I didn’t know the rules, I didn’t have any skills. I joined about two months
after tryouts were, I was so nervous. The girls on the team were very welcoming they guided me
through the routine and through the process of being a flyer.
Our first competition came up in December. I was even more nervous than what I was when
I started cheer. Once I got to the competition I met up with my team, of course in Kansas it was
freezing we were full of snow when we came in. An hour later we went to warm-ups my head was
hurting bad. We had to have it in a pony tail with a puff and our bows. When we arrived at warmups it was loud, you’ll hear teams music blasting. We got on our first matt, we stretched. When
we got to our second we worked on stunts and tumbling. The third matt was jumps, none of us
had good jumps, but we tried our best. It was finally time to go and perform. My heart was racing,
my palms were sweaty, and this was it. The moment I have been working for. The host called our
name ‘Give it up for the MCA JAGS” he shouted.

My team ran on stage, smiling, hoping for the best. The crowd was loud lights flashing. We
got in our opening, put our heads down and waited for our music to play. “Introducing the MCA
Jags…..” the music started. I counted the counts in my head, still managing to smile. I look down
to where the parents are. I see my mom smiling. I get happy and get more comfortable. It was the
first stunt, looks like we’re going to hit, oh we drop. We get back up and go to the spot where the
stunt is at. I feel so bad; I can’t let this affect me. A couple seconds later, we are now at pyramid. This means we only need dance, the pyramid ends. I quickly go to my spot in dance, making
sure I smile. I’m not a good dancer but the dance was pretty easy so I picked up quick. “Who runs
the world? JAGS!” The music ends. We get up and run off stage, we’re so relived, we finally got
our first competition! A few hours later, it was time for awards. “And in 6th place, give it up for,
the MCA JAS” The host shouted. I was happy, I didn’t care what place we got as long as I knew I
did good, and I would be fine. For the next two seasons every competition we heard “Now in 6th
place, give it up for MCA JAGS”
On July 10, 2017, we moved to Georgia. It was hard for me to leave my friends; I was excited to be on a cheer team. When we arrived here we stayed in a hotel, we didn’t have a house. A
few days later we moved into an apartment, this is the day I went to sign up for cheer. When we
got to the gym I looked up at the sign before entering. “Here it is, my new start to cheer, United
Pythons.” That’s all I can think about at that moment. I walked in, we went to the front desk to
see if we can sign up.”Sorry, tryouts were in May.” One lady said at the front desk. My heart was
racing, I wouldn’t be able to cheer until next year, I just felt like crying. Cheer meant everything
to me. We left; I still couldn’t believe I wouldn’t be able to cheer for a year. A couple days later
my mom got a call, it was a coach from the gym saying that a girl unexpectedly dropped from the
team and they are in need of a girl to fill in, she wanted me on her team. My mom told me, I
started screaming and I was so happy.

My first practice at a new gym, I had a million thoughts going through my mind. As soon as I
entered that gym and I went on the mats, I felt relieved. The coach came up to me, “Hi, I’m
coach Mandy, nice to meet you.” I couldn’t resist smiling. A bunch of girls came up to me introducing them. In that moment, I knew this was going to be a great season.
December 2nd, why is this day so important? It was our first competition of the season.
Same processes as every competition get there early, go to warm-ups and perform. Well, it was
our time to perform. We have a little chant; it hypes us up and gets us focused. We’re about to go
on, “Now performing, the TIMOR PYTHON ALL STARS!” as soon as we heard that we went on stage.
The crowd was roaring. “Their back, It’s the Timor Pythons…” our routine has started. It was first
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stunt now, we hit it! Finally, dance we have hit it all the way. “Like a Python All star, TIMORS”
that’s it, we hit it. I was so happy. It was time for awards; the host gave awards to other divisions. It was our division now. “In 1st place, give it up for the PYTHON ALL STAR TIMORS” as soon
as we heard that we got up and starting jumping and screaming.
Now here we are on April 3, 2018, Summit is in 33 days. Summit is the biggest competition
for cheer. I can’t believe how far I have come, and how far my team has come. This is what we
have been working for our whole season. Up to this day I have learned so much from being with
this team, I have learned how to have endurance, to never give up, and to always try your best
and trust in one another. I have learned so much from my coach the most important thing that I
learned is, always be humble!

“Should Parents be Worried About Their Kids Playing Too Much Fortnite?”
By Logan Oakes, 6th grade
Should parents be worried about kids playing Fortnite? That is the question I will be talking
about today. I will be listing things about specifically the online survival mode called Fortnite Battle Royale.
First, I’m going to give a brief history of it. Fortnite Battle Royale was launched in September 2017 and it quickly became popular within its first month of release it gained over 20 million
players. It had crushed the other battle royale games at the time for example H1Z1 and Player Unknown Battlegrounds.
Now time to answer the question. Some parents fear that their kids are becoming too violent and playing for too long. A solution could be that they could limit the amount of time their
kids are playing. Maybe they could limit how much time they are a loud to play and then there
done for the day or they have to take a break every once and a while.
In conclusion there are many ways to combat this like a limited amount of time to play or a
break every now and then.

“Helen Ragnhild Ostby: A Diary Entry of a Titanic Survivor”
By Elizabeth Pearce, 6th grade
Diary Entry #27,
Paradise?
“Come Helen. We must arrive in the dining saloon at 6:30!” My father calls from the restroom from our lavish cabin, B-36. I am sitting on my bed that faces our private promenade deck,
while watching the scenic sunset. I think to myself, I’m actually on the Titanic! I then call back to
my father, “Of course! We wouldn’t want to keep Frank and Anna waiting!” As my father applies
his finishing to his hair, I rub my hand against the soft comforter that my father calls, “The finest
in the world!” My father then comes out of the washroom at 6:15, and smiles at me. “I presume
you are looking at me in my dress?” I ask delighted. “That is correct,” my father replies. “It fits
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you perfectly!” he adds. I then decide to walk over to the mirror to view the dress myself, and
he was unmistaken. The dress was flawless, and I gasp at the sight of it. It was made of the finest silk and draped at my ankles. The attire was a solid, royal blue color which accented my
eyes that my father likes to call, “shimmering blue seas.” As I admire my outfit, a wisp of my
honey blond hair falls from my tightly done bun. I thrust the wisp back in to its rightful position
and I break away from my gaze to walk out of the cabin door.
My father and I stroll through the Jacobean style dining saloon. The floor of the dining
hall was laid with linoleum tiles intricately and looked similar to a Persian carpet. The hall was
spacious, but the tables were close together. I suppose for the purpose of easy conversation.
Upon arriving, I spot them. Anna and Frank Warren. The two originated in Oregon and
were recently coming from Egypt, as were we when we met on a tour. Mr. Warren was known
by many for his fortune in fisheries and his successful canning factory along the Columbian River. Mrs. Warren spots us at the door and waves us over to the table. As we got closer, I could
see more of Anna’s exquisite features. She was an older woman, as was her husband, skinny,
and her lips were pale, pink roses sitting on an aged face.
After sitting down, we converse and dine on our eleven-course meal. The menu tonight
was oysters, salmon, roast duckling, sirloin of beef, pate de foie gras, peaches in chartreuse jelly, and chocolate and vanilla éclairs. Soon after we finish our courses, my father decides to skip
the smoking room, so we decide to bid farewell to the Warrens and make our way toward our
cabin.
We select the long route of commuting by going up the grand staircase. Decorated with
oak paneling and gliding balustrades, rising through six stories and crowned with a glass dome,
this was a definite masterpiece. While admiring the beauty, we say hello to the few, chuckling
as we go.

I’ve changed into my sleepwear now. A pale, yellow, cotton, knee-length, gown. I douse
the light of the candle in my cabin. The candle was placed on the dresser that I loved. It was a
gold accented, cherry brown tinted dresser that was a member of the bedroom suite. I clamber
into bed. I was laying on a cloud. The softness was perfect, and I was warm and toasty, despite
the cold Atlantic air. My bedroom door creaks open. My father enters and slowly sits on the foot
of my bed. He kisses me on the forehead and tells me he loves me. I reply with, “ I love you to
the fullest!” He smiles lovingly, and genuinely says, “ Well, Ms. Helen Ostby, it is a delight to
have you as a daughter.” I exclaim lightly, “Well, Mr. Engelhart Ostby, it is a delight to have
you as a father and friend!” My father then pats my blanket covered arm and says, “Good
night!” Soon after, I slowly drift off to sleep. But not for long…..
I wake to a startling scraping sound. It was almost like the ship scraped the side of a
tree. I sit up straight in bed, trying to make out what happened. It was eerily quiet. Then, it occurred to me that the engines had shut off. Then, I began to hear doors opening, and steward
answering with, “Everything is okay.” I get out of bed immediately to investigate for myself.
Oddly, I was thinking to myself, If I happen to submerge in water……. So I put on a dress coat
and shoes. I walk out of the door to find my father with a nervous expression on his face coming
from his stateroom, and walking towards me.
For about an hour, people wandered around attempting to obtain news. Well, that was
until the stewards ordered us to pull on the administered lifejackets.
My father and I walk up the grand staircase to the boat. Filled with worry, I don’t stop to
admire the craftsmanship of the staircase. However, my father quietly tells me he loves me and
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I reply with the same and reassure him we will get through this mishap. We make our way to the

starboard side of the boat deck, near lifeboat five, when my father makes the decision to retrieve
warmer clothes from the cabin. He kisses me on the forehead and when I try to intercede, he is
already gone. Time froze when I realized I wouldn’t see him again, I didn’t.
I find myself seated next to a teary eyed, Anna Warren on lifeboat five. As we were lowered
down, it was unpleasant because one end of the boat’s side would dip down and then the other
would follow very slowly. Below the deck, there were no lights on so it was difficult for the men
lowering the boat to see. Once situated in the foreboding sea, Titanic was down by the head and
the pitch black night was lightened only by stars. A series of rockets flew up and then a rattling
noise emerged from the vessel.
All I can remember now is the faint sounds of cries for help as the remaining over a thousand realized there was nowhere to go. The ship then stood for a few agonizing minutes, and then
it went down. My father and those poor people with it.
With love and peaceful wishes on your new journey, Father.
Helen Ragnhild Ostby,
April 15th
The Titanic Sinking

“Home Away From Home”
by Rachel Pedrozo, 7th grade
Today is my first day at a new school. We just moved here from the Philippines last week.
So far, I’ve noticed a lot of things that are different. There are so many big buildings in Atlanta.
There is also so much traffic, and I hate it because we always get stuck in the traffic. My mom
told me things would get better as we get settled in, but I feel like things are getting bad. Earlier
this week, I found out that I wouldn’t be in the gifted classes like I was back in the Philippines.
My dad also told me I’d have to ride the bus home every day because he works all day. I hate buses because they have such bumpy rides and the other kids are so obnoxious.
First period was so weird. I didn’t know what to do because they were saying the pledge
and I didn’t know what to say. When I first walked in the classroom, the teacher greeted me and
made me introduce myself. I was awkward standing in front of the class. When I mentioned I was
Filipino, a kind looking girl raised her hand and mentioned that she was also Filipino. Her name
was Kailee.
During lunch, Kailee came up to me.
“Hey Do you want to come eat with me? We can talk and hopefully we can become really
good friends.” Kailee asked.
“Sure.” I replied kindly. As I was walking with Kailee to her table, I noticed that there
were a lot of students in the cafeteria. When we got to the table, Kailee introduced her friends to
me. There was another Filipino. His name was Nick. Nick told me that he saw me moving in because we live across the street from each other.
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“No way! I live in the neighborhood across the street from yours.” Kailee said.

“Hey, Rachel, do you ride the bus home?” questioned Nick.
“Yeah. I ride it home every day because my parents work a lot.”
“No way! We all ride the bus. This is unbelievable.” Nick replied. We sat there and had a
nice conversation about how beautiful the Philippines is.
When school ended, I found Kailee and Nick and we all got on the bus. Kailee gets off a
stop earlier than Nick and I. When Nick and I got off the bus, we walked together.
“This weekend Kailee, you, and I should meet up at the park.”
“That seems fun.” I replied. We parted ways when we got to our houses. When I opened
the door, I was bombarded by my dog, Cholo, and questions from my parents.

“How was your first day of school?” asked my dad.
“
It was actually a really good day, except for first period. I didn’t know the pledge, and I
had to introduce myself.”
“Did you make any new friends?” questioned my mom.
“Surprisingly, I did. Their names are Kailee and Nick. Nick lives across the street and Kailee
lives in the neighborhood across the street.”
“Let’s go get something to eat and we can talk about your day at the table” said my mom.
Today I’m meeting Kailee and Nick at the park. When I walked outside, I saw Nick walking
ahead. When I was walking down the sidewalk, I decided I wanted to scare Nick, so I ran as quietly as I could. When I approached Nick’s back, I nudged him a little. He jumped and started laughing when he turned around to see me.
“Very funny, Rachel” he said while attempting to catch his breath.
“Gotcha!” I shouted with a big grin on my face. We walked and talked until we got to the
end of the road. We saw Kailee approaching on the other side of the road. When we could cross
the street, Nick and I ran as fast as we could to meet Kailee.
“Wassup.” Kailee said while doing an awkward pose.
“Uhh…Are you okay, Kailee?” Nick questioned. I stood there laughing.
“I’m perfectly fine, Nick, I’m just being myself.” Kailee said. We began walking towards
the park. When we got to the park, Kailee tagged me and ran.
“Tag! You’re it!” Kailee exclaimed.
“You’re so childish, Kailee.” I shouted.
“Don’t forget about me, Nick, or the bumest man of all times.”
“Nick, you’re so slow.” I said. We played tag for an hour, then we got tired. We began to
walk home.
“We should meet up at my house. I have some ice cream.” Kailee said while breathing
heavily.
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“Sure.” Nick and I replied.

A few months later, we had one week left of school. We didn’t do any work in our classes.
They let us do whatever we wanted to do. Kailee, Nick, and I sat together in each class. All we did
was talk about our good memories we had over the few months we knew each other.
“Remember when we were on the way to the park and I scared you?” I asked Nick.
“STOP BRINGING THAT UP!” shouted Nick. We all laughed. I thought this year wasn’t going to be
amazing, but it was one of the best years of my life. All thanks to Nick and Kailee, I think Atlanta
might be just as fun as the Philippines. As they say, “It’s more fun in the Philippines!”

“The Accident”
By Anna Petallar, 7th grade
Late night on October 31st, Sarah and John were heading back from the movies. Without
paying attention, they crossed the street. Everything happened in a blur. Sarah and John got into
a major car accident. The ambulance brought them to the hospital emergency room immediately
after they were picked up from the accident site. That night, John died and Sarah survived. As
soon as they arrived at the hospital, John went into cardiac arrest and died while being carried
into the operating room. It was a very sad night for his family. The next morning, Sarah finally
woke up and she didn't recognize anyone or anything. The doctors concluded that Sarah might be
suffering from amnesia due to brain damage. After the brain scans were done, the doctors could
tell that she did have damage to the brain which lead to her losing her memories, basic
knowledge, and recognizing people. Doctors explained what had happened to Sarah to her parents and the best option to help her retrieve back all her lost memories was she should be accompanied by someone who she trusted the most and loved. Her family asked around her school and
each person said that it was her best friend, John. The only problem is that he is dead. The doctors and family had a conversation dealing with what they are going to do. A couple hours after
Sarah woke up, she was discharged to a therapy home and transferred over the next day. She
kept complaining that she has been seeing someone appear in her room. The therapist called the
cops to investigate but there was no sign of forced entry or anything leading to someone in her
room. The person kept appearing and the mystery person talked to her. Sarah was surprised, and
she thought she was having hallucinations. The mystery person introduced themselves as Sarah's
best friend, John. Sarah kept thinking to herself why he is here. Sarah always had a tiny crush on
John and was so crushed when she found out he died. She was depressed for a while, and to help
her she would write letters to him and planning on giving it to him New Year's and sadly she didn't
get the chance. Seeing him in front of her, she didn't believe he was there. He kept telling her
that this was him. Sarah told him to prove that it was him. She said to tell her what my deepest
secret is. The only person who knows this secret would be John. As she said that, John said her
deepest secret. Sarah was in shock. They both started talking day by day. The days turned into
weeks, months, and years. Her talking to John helped her start to remember everything. Her recovery took 3 years. Sarah's brain was damaged a lot. To get better she had to go through phases.
Sometimes after recovering some memories, she would have major headaches that will make her
pass out and lose what she retrieved. Days go by and Sarah gets better and better. One day, Sarah started to have trouble breathing, vomiting, and getting sleepy. Sarah got rushed to the
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hospital, and the doctors immediately did a scan of her body. An hour later, the doctors got the
result back, and she had a heart problem. The doctors told Sarah the she needs a heart transplant
and needs to get on the waiting list for a heart. Sarah was on the bottom of the waiting list.
Months passed by and it's Christmas time already. On December 25th, a miracle happened for Sarah. Sarah got a note from another patient in need for a heart. This patient was Caleb Smith.
Caleb is around the same age as Sarah. Caleb found out about Sarah from the heart transplant
list. He was looking at the list the day before. Caleb wrote to Sarah that she could have his heart.
Caleb has been on the waiting list for a year and a half. He finally got offered a heart but could
see that Sarah needed it more. Sarah kindly accepted the heart. She didn't know how to give her
thanks to him. She asked him what she could do in return. Caleb said he wanted to go to Disney
World together. Sarah said yes excitedly. Over the years Sarah and Caleb got closer and the closer
they got John disappeared faster. Sarah got better and reached her goal of becoming back to who
she was before. Everyone was happy and they lived happily ever after.

“Gun Laws”
By Baleigh Prescott, 6th grade
If I had one chance to help change the world, I would like to change the gun laws. I would
help to give people a way to protect themselves and make our schools safer. I would start by
writing a law regarding gun safety. First of all, my new law says that you must be 21 years old to
purchase a gun. It also says that you must pass a background check, you cannot have a mental illness diagnosis and you cannot be a felon. The law also says if you are under 21 and caught with a
gun, you will be charged with a felony.
Schools should be a place to learn. Instead, kids are afraid because of all the shootings in
schools. There is talk about putting metal detectors in schools. I believe this is an argument like
all others, with two sides. I am 50% pro and 50% con on this issue. I would disagree because
school should not feel like a prison, but I would agree because safety should always come first.
My new law would also include that the parents be charged in cases where a child gets
ahold of their gun - and someone is hurt or killed. Those parents would also be charged with a
felony. If the child takes their parents gun - and then takes - the gun to school - the child should
be suspended or expelled.
Many school shootings have been committed by students who have been bullied. This is a
proven fact and not based on opinion. According to www.motherjones.com, “Bullying victims are
twice as likely to bring a weapon to school. The study finds that 200,000 teens who have been
bullied bring a gun or other weapon to high school every month.”
The final part of my new law deals with bullying. The law gives tough penalties to any student caught bullying another student. For example, the bully would do community service to
serve others - as a first punishment. If they continue - they would receive more harsh punishments. On their third count of bullying - they would be suspended or expelled depending on the
seriousness of their actions.
Right NOW is the time for change. We need committed and concerned people to work together to help change the laws and keep our schools safe. If I had one chance to help change the
world, I would like to change the gun laws. Changing the world is huge - and anyone can help
make that happen. Are you committed and concerned?
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“Why Schools Should Have Stricter Bullying Procedures”

By Alivia Prophitt, 6th grade
I think schools should have stricter bullying procedures. So many students are bullied because schools don't stop them. Sure, some schools follow certain bullying procedures to try and
prevent it, but it still happens. In my opinion, students shouldn’t have to be warned about the
things that could happen if they are a bully. They should already know that they’ll get in trouble.
If students are caught or reported for bullying, they should be sent to the school counselor, to figure out why they’re bullying. If caught a second time, try they should get a two day suspension. If
caught a third time, they should be sent to alternative school. More than 3.2 million students are
bullied per year. Approximately 160,000 teens skip school per day, due to bullying. 1 in 10 students drop out due to bullying. If schools had stricter bullying procedures, these numbers might
decrease. There would be more educated people. The world would be more peaceful. Bullying is
a crime that no should commit. In conclusion, schools should have stricter bullying procedures.

“Love is Never Easy”
By Katelyn Racine, 9th grade
My heart has been broken a thousand times, in a thousand ways
All I felt was pain, an overwhelming feeling that I’ll never be loved again

A fear that I can only explain as loss of hope and loss of never ending dreams
The pain that love has caused me will never go away
I will not be able to stop thinking about what it has done to me thus far
My heart’s broken pieces are scattered on the ground in a million pieces
I will be waiting for my sweet love to return to me
For someone who will show me the true meaning of love
Not the one that is about nothing but showing off beauty and popularity
All I want is my dreams of love and never ending prosperity

Soon you will learn how unfair love truly is if you haven’t yet.
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“Golden Guy: Hybrid Assault”

By Jaeden A. Rodriguez, 6th grade
Prologue
As we landed outside the Genetics Lab, I carefully docked the ship on the landing pad. My
name is Jaeden. I am sure you have heard of me, maybe not in the best way though. I am the
Leader of a group of heroes called the Elementals. You may know a version of me whose Identity
is “Techno Warrior”. That world is in an alternate Universe. I cannot go into too much detail, but
after an alien Invasion got the world ready for a Galactic War; our Technology is 50 years more
advanced, than they were in 2014. Which is the year many different kids gained the powers of the
elements. I am the Light Elemental, but I have been chosen to be the Dark King. Which is a being
of pure darkness. I can transform into many different Chaos beasts, which are monsters from the
Original Elemental World, which is in a galaxy far, far away. Now to why we are here, a Hybrid
Dinosaur called the Omega Rex has been terrorizing Washington DC. Dinosaurs have been brought
back to life due to the advancement in Technology, so it is very easy to create our own Hybrids.
Alien and Hybrid attacks have become more and more frequent, before this Omega Rex showed
up; the world was in a few weeks battle against Tripods. I brought a few members of the team to
help us learn more about this “Omega Rex”. There are around 24 total Elementals, but I only
brought ten.
10 Elementals that are in the Story:
Golden Guy: Light Elemental (Me)
Water Woman: Water Elemental (Kyrsten)

Dark Elemental: Jada
Ice Elemental: Amari
Cosmic Elemental: Tyler
Nature Elemental: Gabriel
Beast Elemental: Gracie
Magic/ Blood Magic Elemental: Francisca
Electric Elemental: Jackson
Fire Elemental: Devin

3:45 Wednesday, March 29, 2018
We walked inside the Genetics Lab, the place responsible for Hybrids. These things are nothing
like the Kaiju we have had to face. Some were even stronger than we were! The founders of this
Company was the
Dinosaur
Rebirth
Association
Team
(continued on page 50)
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or D.R.A.T for short. “Welcome Jaeden, what can I do for you today”? Said Scientist Henry, the
leader in charge of Genetics 101 (Genetics Lab). “Were any of your scientists responsible for the
Omega Rex”? I responded. “No”. Henry Said. “Well Anyway, what new hybrids have you created”?
I asked. “Some good ones if I do say so myself”. Henry Replied. We walked further into the Building. I could see that the new Hybrid looked like an Indominus Rex from Jurassic World. It had red
spikes going down its back, with a white and blue body.
“Is this the Super-Hybrid you were telling us about”? I asked. “Yes it is, we call it AlphaIndomino”. It can run faster than 60 mph, has camouflage, increased hearing and smell, has night
vision, can detect heat signatures, and jaws stronger than Titanium”! Oh, I forgot to mention Titanium! Titanium is the strongest material in the Universe, and it came from the Far reaches of
space. Remember the Bomb that was dropped on Japan during WW2? You would need 20 of those
just to dent it! Other Titanium can scratch titanium though, so it is not too overpower. Besides,
Titanium can be found on every planet, so it is very easy to extract. Our suits and weapons are

made out of Titanium too! “That is one strong dinosaur, I said.” “Are you Kidding Me?” Jada yelled
out. “What?” Amari Replied. She stole my answer. Just then, I saw something I thought I would
never see again. An Omega Shark!
“Yeah, sure, you didn’t help make the Omega Rex”. I said sarcastically. I pulled out a Picture of the Rex.
“Omega Sharks (O.S.) are Strongest Aquatic Predators in the World! Why would you
try and capture one?!” I yelled out. Wait. Where was Kyrsten? Just Then, I saw her swimming in
the Tank with the shark. With her being the Water elemental, she would be the easiest one to
bond with the Shark. She was actually chosen by the Gods to protect the world, in fact, she is the
most powerful person in the entire Multiverse. She just has not reached the “God” status yet. The
creator of everything, or God himself, is actually trying to destroy all of time and space. This is
because ever since the Original Elementals powers came to earth, the time-space continuum has
been corrupted. God (also known as The Universal Light), is trying to collect the power of us elementals to restart all of history. Kyrsten began petting the Omega Shark; O.S. then began to happily jump around. It would be a shame if the Hybrids escaped; we would have to get the Inferno
and Aqua King if that happened. Those two are the creators of Earth.
Just then, there was a large explosion, followed by a large roar. The Omega Rex (O.R.) was
here! The team began fighting it off; Gracie transformed into an Infinity Lion and lunged at the
rex. O.R. used its tail to knock her away. Amari then froze its legs using her Ice Powers. O.R. spit
a large fireball straight towards her. I shot a Pulse shot at the ball, causing an explosion. I charged
for an Infinity Punch, which was a blow that bypassed time and space itself. The explosion caused
the rex to break free, so Gabriel summoned vines from below the ground to wrap around it. I ran
at the Rex, running as fast as the flash, I was ready to cause a devastating blow. Jackson used his
electrical powers to make me run even faster, and now I was just inches away from taking the Rex
down. I jumped… and punched it in the head, sending it flying over 100s of feet! “Dang, that was
lit”! Jackson Yelled. “Do it again”! Responded Tyler. “Calm down”. Devin Said. “You know you
want me to do it again”. I replied. “Maybe I do”. Said Devin. We went to check if it was still
there. I made it first since I can run 11,350 Mph, or so I thought. “Kyrsten?!” How did… How did
you get here before me? I said in confusion. “When you can travel down a river going a million
mph, you get to places fast. Come on Jaeden, you’re our leader, start using your brain”! Kyrsten
responded. “You should be a comedian”. I said. Unfortunately, it had escaped.
10:58 PM Wednesday, March 29, 2018.
(continued on page 51)
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We are going to kill it. Nevertheless, before the battle, the explosion opened up a secret
paddock. All of us went inside. “It must have been living in here”. Amari Said. Luckily, there were
some things left. Bones, a nest, a recording camera, and a Picture of a man with his family. I
asked Henry about the person in the Photo. “That’s Frank Wells; he helps us gather DNA from animals to use in Hybrids. Hmmmmm. I wondered. All right team listen up, I want half of you to stay
behind so you can find any more clues about this creature. Try checking the security cameras. The
deleted content will be in the main vault. Pay a Visit to Frank and see what he has to say about
this. Kyrsten, Jada, Amari, and Gabriel, you are with me. We are going to go hunting tonight. We
looked in the main forest near us; it could not have gone far. We searched, for hours, until we
heard a roar. This one was much deeper than the Omega Rex’s roar it was louder, and lasted longer. Then we saw it in front of us. The Omega Rex had evolved!
It was a lot large, and had absorbed lots of Infernic Energy. It let out black fire, and the fire
was hotter than any substance I had ever felt. All the life around us was just dead. It let out multiple fireballs from its mouth. The fireballs were black as well, so they were far more dangerous
than before. I scanned the fire using my suit, it recorded tempatures up to 27,580 degress
Fahreinheit! “So… we calling it the Alpha Rex now”? I tried to stay calm, but it didn’t work. The
Alpha Rex surronded itself with fire, and dashed. It was so fast that I didn’t even see it. We all got
knocked back. Gabriel summoned a Venus flytrap from the ground, which bit the Rex in the leg.
The flytrap completely melted. Amari sent out Ice that was -125 degress Fahreinheit at the
Rex, but it just evaporated. Jada and Kyrsten combined Darkness and Water, using their attacks
together, they knocked down the Rex. But it didn’t stay down for long. It got back up, picked up a
100 foot tree wit its mouth, and threw it at us. I used my dual swords to slice the tree in half.
Then a boulder came at me! I put my swords away, and Chainsaws came out my hand, I sliced and
diced that pebble up. Then, it sent out a burst of dark fire, burning everything. Amari and Kyrsten
were caught in the blast, the Alpha Rex used this oppurtunity to fire more and more dark fireballs.
I don’t know what came over me… but I turned into a Bloodcrawler! Think of it has a Skullcrawler
from Kong Skull Island, but red with dark red stripes. The Alpha Rex ran, but I wasn’t it out of my
sights. I shot my own dark ball at it, hitting it in the side. When I finally caught up to it, we were
at the city! It Dashed towards the White House, I wasn’t going to let it get there. I jumped at it,
knocking it over. The true fight had begun. The military arrived, and with Technology being so advanced, they were stronger than ever. Lasers were shot across the field, attacking the Alpha. Just
Then, the Indomino showed up!
The battle was fierce; both creatures were just as strong as the other was. Each attack canceled out another. I needed to assist the Indomino. I bit the Rex in the leg, and then I clawed it in
the side. It bit me in the head and then threw me away. I was not taking no for an answer. I had
evolved from a Bloodcrawler to a Dark Rex! I was now stronger than the Rex was. I leapt back into
the fight, and fired a Dark Pulse at it. I bit it in the arm and then tosses him onto his back. I bit
him by the tail and tossed him into the street. I dashed towards it, biting the Rex in the neck. I
shot a Dark Pulse close up, knocking out the Alpha Rex. I put my foot on its head and roared in triumph.
We it back to the Lab. The Team that stayed behind found all the evidence they needed.
“Frank had created the Omega Rex back in 2015; a year after the Genetics 101 Hybrid Facility was
released.” Francisa Said. “He worked the latest, giving him all the time he needed to take care of
it. He deleted the footage at night, and replaced it with different camera footage. There was actually a hidden camera outside that was giving Frank this fake footage.” Gracie said.

(continued on page 52)
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I met Frank working in his room. “Frank Wells, you are under arrest for creating an unauthorized Hybrid that is responsible for causing the death of several different persons. This Alpha
Rex also caused destruction of property and targeted the National Headquarters of the Government, The White House”. I said. Soldiers came into the room, aiming their weapons at Frank.
Looks like this Nightmare was finally over.
The Alpha Rex was put into a new Paddock, one that was big enough and could be watched at all
times. The Alpha Rex would be a great way to further advance Hybrid creation. In fact, the rex is
passive towards all of the scientists working at the Facility. My Team went back to Columbus
Georgia, where we told the rest of the team what had happened. The two biggest Secret National
Teams were Sector 7 and Organization 66 are trying to obtain the files that Frank was using. However, the files were not found. At least we stopped that Monster from destroying DC. Golden Guy
Out.

“My Baseball Career”
By Ryland Rogers, 6th grade
It all started when I was 7 years old. This was my first year playing baseball and I was
scared. When tryouts came, I was terrified because all the coaches were watching me and I felt
like if I messed up they would have laughed at me. But, that year I played for the Mudcats. That
season was full of emotions and excitement. From my first hit to losing in the playoffs against the
Twins.
The next year I wasn’t as scared as the previous year. That year I played for the team that
had beat me in the playoffs the previous year, the Twins. This was the season that was incredible
and I even got to the playoffs that year too. But we lost to the Dodgers. But, the season didn’t
stop there because I made all-stars. All-stars was an amazing experience and I got to play with
some of my friends. Unfortunately, we did not win the tournament, but I had fun playing with my
friends.
My B-ball season started the year after that and it was fun. I got drafted by the Twins
again. B-ball is kid pitch, so no longer would a coach pitch to me. This season was full of nerves
because every time I went to hit, the ball wasn’t coming in the same place every time and there
was also an umpire that was calling balls and strikes. We didn’t make the playoffs that year but I
made all-stars again. All-stars is always fun to play because you don’t have to stop playing the
game you love.

My second year of b-ball was probably my best year of little league. The reason why is because the all-star coach for the c-ball team I played for had drafted me and I was basically the only one that had b-ball experience. So that year, I was the starting pitcher on opening day, I batted
leadoff, and I made all-stars for the third year in a row. This all-stars season was the best season
ever because we went 4-1 and we beat Harris County in the championship.
And this year is my final year of little league. I am playing a-ball for the Ducks at American
Little League. This year hasn’t been the best year although I have done good. This year is going to
be full of emotions because it is my last year of little league and it has been a good journey. From
being terrified about messing up, to being named to the all-star team three straight years, I’ve
grown as a player and a person through my years of Little League.
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“Black Noise”

By A’le Shepard, 11th grade
A society cannot hope to properly progress if it is deliberately and systematically ignoring the lessons of the past.
For in the past we were oppressed
So now I hear Black Noise
The screaming of the ones that came before me
Their stories don’t fit the present so we ignore them
They’ve stripped us of the knowledge of the past
They’re scared of the clarity it may bring
Ignorantly bliss is how they want us
See that’s the most dangerous thing
Because if we’re ignorant ain’t no way we can be free
But that gnawing at your brain it’s the Black Noise
It’s clawing for recognition
But the ignorance is overwhelming

We are distracted by a dream refusing to see reality
Because realistically we are still not free
It’s just a thought they want us to think
But it’s one of many
See we’d be wrong to get our guns
But mentally we’re still slaves
Color struck society trying to keep us in chains
Not me

I hear the Black Noise trying to be seen
My ancestors gave me the voice of reason
They’re living through me
See I’m an independent, Black woman demanding to be seen
I’m the most dangerous of my kind
Because I’m free
I see the truth, I’m not naïve
(continued on page 54
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I don’t have to contemplate the terms of being free

I’m just free
They’ve stripped us of power
They don’t want us to read
It angers the Black Noise
Which will cause an epiphany
That’ll really be a problem
Because then we’ll all be free.

“Pre-Teens: The Struggle is Real!”
By Kaylin Smith, 6th grade
Being a pre-teen is tough. Especially when your new to growing up. As a pre- teen, I know
it can be hectic, with school, sports, friends, and family. I have a busy family who cares about me
and believes in me. They say I can do anything I put my mind to. I’ve been playing soccer for six
years, and I want to keep playing. I’ve got an awesome school who has pride that they can do anything. And I have friends that are always by my side. Plus, events that come up. Sometimes I
don’t have time to catch up with my surroundings, then things can get wonky.
Pre-teens struggle with growing up too fast or not growing up fast enough. I for one, have
my own episodes where one minute I act twenty-four years old next minute I’m acting six years
old. Mostly everyone expects you to have a certain behavior and act a certain age. But it’s hard
because at this point of your life you’re trying to figure out who you really are. If there’s anything
that I’ve learned in middle school, it’s that kids this age are just trying to fit in; they don’t really
know who they are (no matter how confident they are). The solution for any confusion in this
struggle is for pre- teens closest loved one’s understanding.
Schedules. They are the monsters of a pre-teen’s life. I hate being rushed, and part of the
problem is my family is the definition of busy. My mom is a medical assistant for a hand doctor
and that means she has some days when we wake up at 5 o’clock in the morning for clinic and
travel. She doesn’t get off work until 5:00 pm, which doesn’t give us much time for soccer practice, grocery shopping, homework, and my little sister (Bella)’s gymnastics. Somehow, we make it
work. Along with that, my dad has two jobs. He is an arson investigator/ arson dog handler, and
has a remodeling job. This cause him to be gone every third night. He’s our hero when my mom
can’t take us to school or sports practice. My middle school projects don’t help, they always interrupt any events happening. But to be honest it’s my fault for waiting until it’s due in a couple
of days. My point is, a better pre-teen experience calls for a better schedule.
And then comes friends. Pre-teens need good and trustworthy friends that can lead you in
the right path. Friends that won’t trap you into peer pressure, and friends who won’t cause regret for stupid things. I have friends who don’t fall into drugs or alcohol, bullying, and bad life
easier.
(continued on page 55)
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grades. They stick up for anybody (including people who they are not very fond of). Pre- teens especially need friends who have good influences on others. When times are tough, and your family
isn’t the best place to pour out your feelings, a good friend is all you really need.
Though there are many more struggles that can cause pre-teens to be frazzled, encouraging
friends and family members who understand what pre-teens are going through can help make

“Innocence”
By Zoie A. Smith, 9th grade
I wanted you

I wanted you to show me what it meant to be in love
I asked for plenty
But I got so much more than I hoped for
I wanted life at its fullest
I wanted a relationship for beyond what I ever knew

I wanted to know what it meant to love someone
And be loved in return

I would give myself
Without any doubt
I got what I wanted and more
The love I so desired destroyed meAnd my heart

You showed me the way
But left me all alone
I never knew great happinessUntil I laid my eyes upon you
I never knew it could be taken
I only had it for such a short time
I will cherish this love for an eternity
But I will no longer love so blindly
I learned my lesson
55
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Many people offer you many things

But it will last only for a short time
Only pure and true intentions will last for life
If you shall find it you will be happy foreverBut no one truly knows how long forever will last
You showed me strength
But you abused my weakness

You-

You took me for granted
I did nothing
I thought I was in love
But I only knew what I was shown
Your words left tears in my eyesAnd scars on my skin
I will never know if
I am truly in love again

I lost my trust
I lost my love
I lost my heart
You showed me life-but you left
And in the end all that was left wasAn ache that never truly left
For I will never forget you
Even when the memory fades
I still love you
Even though you brought me to my grave
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“Not Alone”

By Jamilah Watson, 8th grade
What is it like to be alone?
With no place to call home
When all bridges have burned
And all friends have turned
The other check to the words that you speak
When you call but no one answers

When you scream but no one hears
The people who make you think about all the things you should have feared
But you're not alone
You do have a place to call home
When you call she answers
When you scream he's near
They love you with all their heart you have nothing to fear

“My definition of Pretty”
By: Eliana Wells, 6th grade
In the dictionary the definition of pretty is; an attractive thing, typically a pleasing but unnecessary accessory. My definition is something or someone who has a purpose in life. So, everyone in this world is “pretty”. Attractive is a synonym for the word pretty, meaning appealing to
look at.
I believe that everyone should be classified as pretty or attractive. Everyone has good traits
and everyone has bad traits. Especially with all of the social media out these days, girls feel as if
they aren’t enough. We see all of these “beautiful” girls and don’t get me wring they are very
pretty but they all are wearing makeup or have special lighting. When we see these things so we
try to change ourselves to look like them. The girls we see aren’t real they seem plastic to me,
yes at first I did want to look like them but I realized I’d rather be true to myself then want to be
true to a person I wouldn’t recognize.
Make up is another thing, I’m growing up and maturing so I have some ace on my face and
its cool I dint mind it too much. I wash my face try to get rid of it like anyone would do. The thing
that really got me though is when I went to the store with my friends and we were just playing
around in the makeup isle, I picked up a concealer bottle. The slogan really made me think, I
can’t recall the exact words but it was something along the lines of “Cover your imperfections
with this amazing product”. I know businesses have to promote themselves somehow but knocking
(continued on page 58)
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women down is not the way to do it. No women has an imperfection that they can cover with
makeup. No girl has a flaw that isn’t perfect in its own way.
Why do we classify the girls in the society? We have the girls who get every guy in the
world, then we have the ones who would be lucky to get one. That’s another issue, we shouldn’t
have to worry about what boy likes us. We should just be able to enjoy life without changing ourselves to get them. I am guilty of doing this, actually just this year. I was trying to impress this
guy in 8th grade obviously way out of my league. Anyway, I really liked him and he started to text
me so I got really excited but I realized that even though he is talking to me does not mean I need
to change myself. Especially for him, when he started talking to me first, so what’s the point? So,
we should start teaching girls to be somebodies rather than somebody’s.
Also, we teach girls that they can’t play certain sports because they are a boy’s sport. Well
that is completely incorrect because gymnastics was originally made for men, but girls are way
better at it. They pretty much made the sport interesting. Recently I’ve tried out for my school’s
soccer team. We have two teams like most schools, girl’s and boy’s teams. When the girls tried
out they were a little more experienced with soccer in. The boys on the other hand, looked like
they weren’t exactly experienced with soccer but with other sports such as football or basketball,
possibly track as well. So, the boys were more aggressive, the girls were very graceful and could
dribble the ball down the field much quicker. Girls can play any sport, including football. I’ll use
my friend Abbi and I as this example. Abbi and I love to play football, because we aren’t scared to
get aggressive. Not all girls like the aggressiveness of the game, but I know a few girls who can
shoot three pointers like some girls can catch sales. Most people think that girls are all about
shopping but the truth is most of us hate it. I absolutely hate shopping unless it’s at Barnes and
Noble.
Next time you call a girl pretty think about why. It’s not just because she’s “attractive”. It
is because she has a great personality and has a beautiful soul. As a society we need to make girls
and women feel more welcomed like they have roles in our country. Women need equal rights and
equal pay. Remind the young girls not to change for any one, that they can do anything they want
and play any sport they want, and to be true to themselves not to the commercials or posts we
see. Girls are the future. Watch out boys, because we are making it a girl’s world.

“I Can't Control Others”
By Shonna Wiggins, 9th grade
I can't control how people act. I can't control how people treat me, but I can control how I
respond. I don't know why people treat others the way they do. I don't know why people don't like
me. I only know what I can do in order to do better. I can't keep letting people control me. I can
be the sweetest person sometimes, but I can also be one of the meanest. I have never understood
why people want drama in their life. I can never come to the point to where I'm going to let
somebody else control how I feel about my life. I let people nitpick until I get fed up then I let
them know that it isn't good that you want to sit around and nitpick with somebody older than
you. You grow up for a reason. If you are constantly doing things to cause drama then you must
want sombebody to know that you are a drama starter and that is going to make people think that
you are surrounded with drama. You can't go around and tell people lies about others and expect
to get away with it. I don't understand why people think that their life is the only thing they
should worry about.
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